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Internal
models
of the environment
have an important
role to play in adaptive
systems,
in general,
and are of particular
importance
for the supervised
learning
paradigm.
In this article
we demonstrate
that certain
classical
problems
associated with the notion
of the “teacher”
in supervised
learning
con be solved
by
judicious
use of learned
internal
models
as components
of the adaptive
system.
In particular,
we show
how supervised
learning
algorithms
con be utilized
in
cases
in which an unknown
dynamical
system
intervenes
desired
outcomes.
Our approach
applies
to any supervised
that is capable
of learning
in multilayer
networks.

between
actions
and
learning
algorithm

Recent work on learning algorithms for connectionist networks has seen a
progressive weakening of the assumptions made about the relationship
between the learner and the environment. Classical supervised learning
algorithms such as the perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1962) and the LMS algorithm
(Widrow & Hoff, 1960) made two strong assumptions: (1) The output units
are the only adaptive units in the network, and (2) there is a “teacher” that
provides desired states for all of the output units. Early in the development
of such algorithms it was recognized that more powerful supervised learning
algorithms could be realized by weakening the first assumption and incorporating internal units that adaptively recode the input representation provided by the environment (Rosenblatt, 1962). The subsequent development
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of algorithmssuchas Boltzmannlearning(Hinton & Sejnowski,1986)and
backpropagation(LeCun, 1985; Parker, 1985; Rumelhart, Hinton, &
Williams, 1986,Werbos,1974)haveprovided the meansfor training networks with adaptivenonlinearinternal units. The secondassumptionhas
also beenweakened:Learningalgorithms that require no explicit teacher
havebeendeveloped(Becker& Hinton, 1989;Grossberg,1987;Kohonen,
1982;Linsker, 1988;Rumelhart& Zipser, 1986).Such“unsupervised”learning algorithmsgenerallyperform somesort of clusteringor featureextraction on the input dataand arebasedon assumptionsabout the statisticalor
topological propertiesof the input ensemble.
In this article we examinein somedetail the notion of the “teacher” in
the supervisedlearningparadigm. We arguethat the teacheris lessof a
liability than hascommonlybeenassumedand that the assumptionthat the
environmentprovidesdesiredstatesfor the output of the network can be
weakened significantly without abandoning the supervised learning
paradigmaltogether.Indeed,we believethat an appropriateinterpretation
of the role of the teacheris crucialin appreciatingthe rangeof problemsto
which the paradigmcan be applied.
The issuewe wish to addressis best illustrated by way of an example.
Considera skill-learningtasksuchasthat facedby a basketballplayerlearning to shootbaskets.The problemfor the learneris to find the appropriate
musclecommandsto propel the ball toward the goal. Different commands
areappropriatefor different locationsof the goalin thevisual scene;thus, a
mappingfrom visual scenesto musclecommandsis required.What learning
algorithm might underliethe acquisitionof sucha mapping?Clearly, clusteringor featureextractionon the visualinput is not sufficient. Moreover,it
is difficult to seehow to apply classicalsupervisedalgorithmsto this problem, becausethereis no teacherto provide musclecommandsastargetsto
the learner.The only targetinformation providedto the learneris in terms
of the outcomeof the movement,that is, the sights and soundsof a ball
passingthrough the goal.
The generalscenariosuggestedby the exampleis shown in Figure 1.
Intentions are providedasinputs to the learningsystem.The learnertransforms intentions into actions, which are transformedby the environment
into outcomes. Actions areproximal variables,that is, variablesthe learner
controlsdirectly,whereasoutcomesare distal variables,variablesthe learner
controls indirectly through the intermediary of the proximal variables.
During the learningprocess,targetvaluesare assumedto be availablefor
the distal variablesbut not for the proximal variables.Therefore,from a
point of view outside the learning system, a “distal supervisedlearning
task” is a mappingfrom intentionsto desiredoutcomes.From the point of
view of the learner,however,the problemis to find a mapping from intentions to actionsthat canbe composedwith the environmentto yield desired
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distal outcomes.The learnermust discoverhow to vary the componentsof
the proximal action vector so as to minimize the componentsof the distal
error.
The distal supervisedlearningproblem also hasa temporal component.
In many environmentsthe effectsof actionsarenot punctateand instantaneous,but rather linger on and mix with the effectsof other actions.Thus
the outcomeat any point in time is influencedby any of a number of previous actions.Even if thereexistsa set of variablesthat havea static relationship to desiredoutcomes,the learneroften doesnot havedirect control
over thosevariables.Consideragainthe exampleof the basketballplayer.
Although the flight of the ball dependsonly on the velocityof the arm at the
moment of release-a static relationship-it is unlikely that the motor control systemis able to control releasevelocity directly. Rather, the system
outputsforcesor torques,and thesevariablesdo not havea staticrelationship to the distal outcome.
In the remainderof the article we describea generalapproachto solving
the distal supervisedlearningproblem. The approachis basedon the idea
that supervisedlearningin its most generalform is a two-phaseprocedure.
In the first phasethe learnerforms a predictiveinternal model (a forward
model)of thetransformationfrom actionsto distal outcomes.Becausesuch
transformations are often not known a priori, the internal model must
generallybe learnedby exploring the outcomesassociatedwith particular
choicesof action. This auxiliary learning problem is itself a supervised
learningproblem, basedon the error betweeninternal, predictedoutcomes
and actual outcomes.Oncethe internal model has beenat least partially
learned,it canbe usedin an indirect mannerto solvefor the mappingfrom
intentionsto actions.
The ideaof usingan internalmodel to augmentthe capabilitiesof supervised learning algorithms was also proposedby Werbos(1987),although
his perspectivediffers in certain respectsfrom our own. There havebeen
a number of further developmentsof the idea (Kawato, 1990;Miyata,
1988;Munro, 1987;Nguyen& Widrow, 1989;Robinson& Fallside, 1989;
Schmidhuber,1990),basedon eitheron the work of Werbosor our own unpublishedwork (Jordan, 1983;Rumelhart, 1986).There arealso closeties
betweenour approachand techniquesin optimal control theory (Kirk,
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1970)and adaptive control theory (Goodwin & Sin, 1984;Narendra &
Parthasarathy,1990).We discussseveralof theserelationshipsin the remainder of the article, althoughwe do not attempt to be comprehensive.
DISTAL

SUPERVISED

LEARNING

AND FORWARD

MODELS

This andthe following sectionspresenta generalapproachto solvingdistal
supervisedlearning problems. We begin by describingour assumptions
about the environmentand the learner.
We assumethat the environmentcan be characterizedby a next-state
function f and an output function g. At time step n - 1 the learnerproducesan action u[ - 11.In conjunctionwith the stateof the environment
x[n - 11,the action determinesthe next statex[n]:
x[n] =f(x[n

- 11, u[n - I]).

(1)

Correspondingto eachstatex[n] thereis also a sensation y[n]:
Ybl = g(m).

(2)

(Note that sensationsare output vectorsin the current formalism, “outcomes” in the languageof the introductory section).The next-statefunction andthe output function togetherdeterminea state-dependent
mapping
from actionsto sensations.
In this article we assumethat the learnerhasaccessto the stateof the environment; we do not addressissuesrelating to state representationand
state estimation. State representationsmight involve delayedvalues of
previousactionsand sensations(Ljung & SBderstriim,1986),or they might
involve internal statevariablesthat areinducedaspart of the learningprocedure(MozerBEBachrach,1990).Giventhe statex[n - l] andgiventhe inPut PM - 11,the learnerproducesan action u[n - 11:
u[n - I] = h(x[n - 11, p[n - 11)‘.
(3)
The goal of the learningprocedureis to make appropriateadjustmentsto
the input-to-actionmappingh basedon dataobtainedfrom interactingwith
the environment.
A distal supervised learning problem is a setof training pairs { pi[n - 11,
y?[n]}, wherep&r - l] are theinput vectorsand yi*[n] arethe corresponding
desiredsensations.For example,in the basketballproblem,the input might
be a high-levelintention of shootinga basket,anda desiredsensationwould
be the correspondingvisual representationof a successfuloutcome.Note
I The choice of time indices in Equations 1,2, and 3 is based on our focus on the output at
time n. In our framework a learning algorithm alters y[n] based on previous values of the
states, inputs, and actions.
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that the distal supervised learning problem makes no mention of the actions
that the learner must acquire; only inputs and desired sensations are
specified. From a point of view outside the learning system, the training
data specify desired input/output
behavior across the composite performunce system consisting of the learner and the environment (see Figure 2).
From the point of view of the learner, however, the problem is to find a
mapping from inputs p[n - l] to actions u[n - l] such that the resulting
distal sensations y[n] are the target values y*[n]. That is, the learner must
find a mapping from inputs to actions that can be placed in series with the
environment so as to yield the desired pairing of inputs and sensations. Note
that there may be more than one action that yields a given desired sensation
from any given state; that is, the distal supervised learning problem may be
underdetermined. Thus, in the basketball example, there may be a variety
of patterns of motor commands that yield the same desired sensation of seeing the ball pass through the goal.

Forward Models
The learner is assumed to be able to observe states, actions, and sensations
and can therefore model the mapping between actions and sensations. A
forward model is an internal model that produces a predicted sensation i[n]
based on the state x[n - l] and the action u[n - 11. That is, a forward model
predicts the consequences of a given action in the context of a given state
vector. As shown in Figure 3, the forward model can be learned by comparing predicted sensations to actual sensations and using the resulting prediction error to adjust the parameters of the model. Learning the forward
model is a classical supervised learning problem in which the teacher provides target values directly in the output coordinate system of the learner.z
a In the engineering

literature,

(Ljung & SiiderstrGm, 1986).

this learning

process is referred to as “system identification”
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Distal Supervised Learning

Wenow describea generalapproachto solvingthe distal supervisedlearning
problem. Considerthe systemshown in Figure 4, in which the learneris
placedin serieswith a forward model of the environment.This composite
learning system is a state-dependent
mappingfrom inputsto predictedsensations.Supposethat the forward model.hasbeentrainedpreviouslyand is
a perfectmodel of the environment,that is, the predictedsensationequals
the actualsensationfor all actionsand all states.Wenow treat the composite learningsystemasa singlesupervisedlearningsystemandtrain it to map
from inputs to desiredsensationsaccordingto the data in the training set.
That is, the desiredsensationsyi* are treatedas targetsfor the composite
system.Any supervisedlearningalgorithmcanbe usedfor this training process;however,the algorithmmust beconstrainedso that it doesnot alterthe
forward model while the compositesystemis being trained. By fixing the
forward model,werequirethesystemto find an optimal compositemapping
by varyingonly the mappingfrom inputs to actions.If the forward modelis
perfect, and if the learningalgorithm finds the globally optimal solution,
then the resulting(state-dependent)
input-to-actionmapping must also be
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perfect in the sensethat it yields the desired composite input/output
behaviorwhenplacedin serieswith the environment.
Considernow the caseof an imperfectforwardmodel. Clearly,an imperfect forward model will yield an imperfectinput-to-actionmap if the compositesystemis trainedin the obviousway, usingthe differencebetweenthe
desiredsensationand the predictedsensationasthe error term. This difference,the predicted performance error (y* - i), is readily availableat the
output of the compositesystem,but it is an unreliableguideto the true performanceof the learner.Suppose,instead,that we ignorethe output of the
compositesystemandsubstitutetheperformance error (y* - y) astheerror
term for training the compositesystem(seeFigure 5). If the performance
error goesto zero, the systemhas found a correct input-to-actionmap,
regardlessof the inaccuracyof the forward model. The inaccuracyin the
forward model manifestsitself as a bias during the learningprocess,but
neednot preventthe performanceerror from going to zero. Consider,for
example,algorithmsbasedon steepestdescent.If the forward model is not
too inaccurate,the systemcan still move downhill and therebyreachthe
solution region,eventhoughthe movementis not in the direction of steepest descent.
To summarize,we proposeto solve the distal .supervisedlearningproblem by training a cqmpositelearningsystemconsistingof the learneranda
forward model of the environment.This proceduresolvesimplicitly for an
input-to-actionmap by training thecompositesystemto map from inputsto
distal targets.The training of the forward model must precedethe training
of the compositesystem,but the forward model neednot be perfect, or
pretrainedthroughoutall of statespace.The ability of the systemto utilize
an inaccurateforward modelis important: It impliesthat it may bepossible
to interleavethe training of the forward model and the compositesystem.
In the remainderof the article, we discussthe issuesof interleavedtraining, inaccuracyin the forward model, and the choiceof the error term in
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more detail. We first turn to an interestingspecialcaseof the generaldistal
supervisedlearningproblem:learningan inversemodel of the environment.
Inverse Models
An inverse model is an internalmodel that producesan action u[n - l] asa
function of the current statex[n - l] and the desiredsensationy*[n]. In-

versemodels are defined by the condition that they yield the identify
mappingwhen placedin serieswith the environment.
Inversemodelsareimportant in a variety of domains.For example,if the
environmentis viewedas a communicationschanneloverwhich a message
is to be transmitted,then it may be desirableto undo the distorting effects
of the environmentby placing it in serieswith an inversemodel (Carlson,
1986).A secondexample,shownin Figure6, arisesin control systemdesign.
A controller receivesthe desiredsensationy*[n] as input and must find
actionsthat causeactual sensationsto be ascloseaspossibleto desiredsensations,that is, the controller must invert the transformationfrom actions
to sensations.)Oneapproachto achievingthis objectiveis to utilize an explicit inversemodel of the environmentas a controller.
Whereasforward models are uniquely determinedby the environment,
inversemodelsare generallynot. If the environmentis characterizedby a
many-to-onemappingfrom actionsto sensations,then thereare generally
an infinite numberof possibleinversemodels. It is also worth noting that
inversesdo not alwaysexist: It is not alwayspossibleto achievea particular
desiredsensationfrom any given state.As we shall discuss,theseissuesof
existenceand uniquenesshaveimportant implications for the problem of
learningan inversemodel.
Therearetwo generalapproachesto learninginversemodelsusingsupervisedlearningalgorithms:the distal learningapproachpresentedearlierand
an alternativeapproachthat we refer to as “direct inversemodelling” (cf.
Jordan & Rosenbaum,1989).We beginby describingthe latter approach.
3 Control system design normally involves a number of additional constraints involving
stability and robustness; thus, the goal is generally to invert the environment as nearly as possible, subject to these additional constraints.
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The direct inverse modeling approach to learning an inverse model.

Direct Inverse Modeling. Direct inverse modeling treats the problem of
learning an inverse model as a classical supervised learning problem (Widrow
& Stearns, 1985). As shown in Figure 7, the idea is to observe the input/output behavior of the environment and to train an inverse model directly by
reversing the roles of the inputs and outputs. Data are provided to the
algorithm by sampling in action space and observing the results in sensation
space.
Although direct inverse modeling has been shown to be a viable technique in a number of domains (Atkeson & Reinkensmeyer, 1988; Kuperstein,
1988; Miller, 1987), it has two drawbacks that limit its usefulness. First, if
the environment is characterized by a many-to-one mapping from actions to
sensations, then the direct inverse modeling technique may be unable to find
an inverse. The difficulty is that nonlinear many-to-one mappings can yield
nonconvex inverse images, which are problematic for direct inverse modeling.’ Consider the situation shown in Figure 8. The nonconvex region
on the left is the inverse image of a point in sensation space. Suppose that
the points labelled by Xs are sampled during the learning process. Three of
these points correspond to the same sensation; thus, the training data as
seen by the direct inverse modeling procedure are one-to-many: one input is
paired with many targets. Supervised learning algorithms resolve one-tomany inconsistencies by averaging across the multiple targets (the form of
the averaging depends on the particular cost function that is used). As is
shown in the figure, however, the average of points lying in an nonconvex
set does not necessarily lie in the set. Thus, the globally optimal (minimum
’ A set is convex if, for every pair of points in the set, all points on the line between the
points also lie in the set.
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cost)solution found by the direct inversemodelingapproachis not necessarily a correctinversemodel. (Wepresentan exampleof suchbehaviorin a
following section).
The seconddrawbackwith direct inversemodelingis that it is not “goal
directed.” The algorithm samplesin action spacewithout regardto particular targetsor errorsin sensationspace.That is, there is no direct way to
find an action that correspondsto a particular desiredsensation.To obtain
particular solutionsthe learnermust sampleover a sufficiently wide range
of actionsand rely on interpolation.
Finally, it is also important to emphasizethat direct inversemodelingis
restricted to the learning of inversemodels: It is not applicable to the
generaldistal supervisedlearningproblem.
The Distal Learning Approach to Learning an Inverse Model. The methods
describedearlier in this section are directly applicableto the problem of
learningan inversemodel. The problemof learningan inversemodel canbe
treatedas a specialcaseof the distal supervisedlearningproblem in which
the input vector and the desiredsensationare the same(i.e., p[n - l] is
equalto y*[n] in Equation 3). Thus, an inversemodel is learnedby placing
the learnerand the forward modelin seriesandlearningan identity mapping
acrossthe compositesystem.s
’ An interesting analogy can be drawn between the distal learning approach and indirect
techniques for solving systems of linear equations. In numerical linear algebra, rather than
solving explicitly for a generalized inverse of the coefficient matrix, solutions are generally
found indirectly (e.g., by applying Gaussian elimination to both sides of the equation, GA = I,
where I is the identity matrix).
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A fundamental difference betweenthe distal learning approachand
direct inversemodelingapproachis that, ratherthan averagingoverregions
in action space,the distal learning approachfinds particular solutionsin
actionspace.The globally optimal solution for distal learningis a setof vectors {ui} suchthat the performanceerrors{y? - yi} are zero.This is true
irrespectiveof the shapesof the inverseimagesof the targetsy?. Vectors
lying outsidean inverseimage,suchastheaveragevectorshownin Figure8,
do not yield zeroperformanceerror and arethereforenot globally optimal.
Thus, nonconvexinverseimagesdo not presentthe samefundamentaldifficulties for the distal learning framework as they do for direct inverse
modeling.
It is also true that the distal learning approachis fundamentallygoaldirected. The systemworks to minimize the performanceerror, thus, it
works directly to find solutionsthat correspondto the particular goals at
hand.
In casesin which the forwardmappingis many-to-one,the distallearning
procedurefinds a particularinversemodel.Without additionalinformation
abouttheparticularstructureof the input-to-actionmapping,thereis no way
of predictingwhich of the possiblyinfinite set of inversemodelsthe procedurewill find. As is discussedlater, however,theprocedurecanalsobe constrainedto find particular inversemodelswith certaindesiredproperties.

DISTAL
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In this sectionwedescribeanimplementationof thedistallearningapproach
that utilizes the machineryof the backpropagationalgorithm. It is important to emphasizeat the outset, however,that backpropagationis not the
only algorithm that canbe usedto implementthe distal learningapproach.
Any supervisedlearningalgorithm can be usedas long as it is capableof
learning a mapping acrossa compositenetwork that includesa previously
trainedsubnetwork;in particular,Boltzmannlearningis applicable(Jordan,
1983).
Webeginby introducinga usefulshorthandfor describingbackpropagation in layerednetworks.A layerednetworkcanbe describedasa parameterized mapping from an input vector x to an output vectory:
(4)
= 4(x,w),
wherew is a vector of parameters(weights).In the classicalparadigm,the
procedurefor changingthe weightsis basedon the discrepancybetweena
targetvectory* and the actual output vectory. The magnitudeof this discrepancyis measuredby a cost functional of the form:
Y
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(J is the sum of squarederror at the output units of the network). It is
generallydesiredto minimize this cost.
Backpropagationis an algorithm for computing gradientsof the cost
functional. The details of the algorithm can be found elsewhere(e.g.,
Rumelhart, Hinton et al. 1986);our intention hereis to developa simple
notation that hidesthe details.This is achievedformally by usingthe chain
rule to differentiateJ with respectto the weight vector w:
VwJ = - g

(Y* - Y).

This equation showsthat any algorithm that computesthe gradient of J
effectively multiplies the error vector y* - y by the transposeJacobian
matrix (ay/a~)r.~ Although the backpropagationalgorithm never forms
this matrix explicitly (backpropagationis essentiallya factorization of the
matrix; Jordan, 1992),Equation 6 nonethelessdescribesthe resultsof the
computationperformedby backpropagation.’
Backpropagationalso computesthe gradientof the costfunctional with
respectto the activationsof the units in the network. In particular, the cost
functionalJean bedifferentiatedwith respectto the activationsof the input
units to yield:
V,J = - $

(y* - y).

Wereferto Equation6 as“backpropagation-to-weights”andEquation7 as
“backpropagation-to-activation.”Both computations are carried out in
onepassof the algorithm; indeed,backpropagation-to-activation
is needed
as an intermediatestepin the backpropagation-to-weights
computation.
In the remainderof this sectionwe formulate two broad categoriesof
learningproblemsthat lie within the scopeof the distal learningapproach
6 The Jacobian matrix of a vector function is simply its first derivative: It is a matrix of first
partial derivatives. That is, the entries of the matrix (ay/aw) are the partial derivatives of each
of the output activations with respect to each of the weights in the network.
’ To gain some insight into why a transpose matrix arises in backpropagation, consider a
single-layer linear network described by y = Wx, where Wis the weight matrix. The rows of W
are the incoming weight vectors for the output units of the network, and the columns of Ware
the outgoing weight vectors for the input units of the network. Passing a vector forward in the
network involves taking the inner product of the vector with each of the incoming weight vectors. This operation corresponds to multiplication by IV. Passing a vector backward in the network corresponds to taking the inner product of the vector with each of the outgoing weight
vectors. This operation corresponds to multiplication by v, because the rows of WT are the
columns of IV,
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andderiveexpressions
for thegradientsthat arise.For simplicityit is assumed
in both of thesederivationsthat the task is to learnan inversemodel (i.e.,
the inputs and the distal targetsareassumedto be identical).The two formulationsof the distal learningframeworkfocuson different aspectsof the
distal learningproblem and have different strengthsand weaknesses.
The
first approach,the “local optimization” formulation, focuseson the local
dynamicalstructureof the environment.Becauseit assumesthat the learner
is able to predict state transitions basedon information that is available
locally in time, it dependson prior knowlegeof an adequateset of state
variablesfor describingthe environment.It is most naturally applied to
problemsin which target valuesare provided at eachmoment in time, althoughit can be extendedto problemsin which targetvaluesare provided
intermittently (aswe demonstratein a following section).All of the computations neededfor the local optimization formulation can be performedin
feedforwardnetworks,thus, thereis no problem with stability. The second
approach,the “optimization-along-trajectories”formulation, focuseson
global temporaldependencies
alongparticular targettrajectories.The computation neededto obtain thesedependenciesis more complex than the
computationneededfor the local optimization formulation, but it is more
flexible. It can be extendedto casesin which a set of statevariablesis not
known a priori andit is naturally appliedto problemsin whichtargetvalues
are provided intermittently in time. There is potentially a problem with
stability, however,becausethe computationsfor obtainingthe gradientinvolve a dynamicalprocess.
Local Optimization

The first problem formulation that we discussis a local optimization problem. We assumethat the processthat generatestargetvectorsis stationary
and considerthe following generalcost functional:
J=

f

E{(y*

(8)

- Y>*cY* - Y)),

wherey is an unknownfunction of the statex andthe actionu. The actionu
is the output of a parameterizedinversemodel of the form:
u = b, Y”, WI,
wherew is the weight vector.
Ratherthan optimizing J directly, by collectingstatisticsoverthe ensemble of statesand actions,we utilize an online learningrule (cf. Widrow &
Stearns,1985)that makesincrementalchangesto the weightsbasedon the
instantaneousvalueof the cost functional:
J,, = $ (Y*[nl

- Yw(Y*I~l

- Ybl).

(9)
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An online learning algorithm changes the weights at each time step based on
the stochastic gradient of J; that is, the gradient of Jn:
w[n + I] = w[n] - qV,yJn,

where 7 is a step size. To compute this gradient the chain rule is applied to
Equation 9:

au= ayT

VwJ,, = - --aw

au (Yvd - Ybl)s

where the Jacobian matrices @y/&r) and (&r/aw) are evaluated at time
n - 1. The first and the third factors in this expression are easily computed:
The first factor describes the propagation of derivatives from the output
units of the inverse model (the “action units”) to the weights of the inverse
model, and the third factor is the distal error. The origin of the second factor is problematic, however, because the dependence of y on u is assumed to
be unknown a priori. Our approach to obtaining an estimate of this factor
has two parts: First, the system acquires a parameterized forward model
over an appropriate subdomain of the state space. This model is of the
form:
L
i =&u,v),
(11)
where v is the vector of weights and 9 is the predicted sensation. Second, the
distal error is propagated backward through the forward model; this effectively multiplies the distal error by an estimate of the transpose Jacobian
matrix (8y/&r).
Putting these pieces together, the algorithm for learning the inverse
model is based on the following estimated stochastic gradient:
fr,Jn

= - $$

$

(y*[n]

- y[n]).

(12)

This expression describes the propagation of the distal error (y*[n] - y[n])
backward through the forward model and down into the inverse model
where the weights are changed.’ The network architecture in which these
computations take place is shown in Figure 9. This network is a straightforward realization of the block diagram in Figure 5. It is composed of an
inverse model, which links the state units and the input units to the action
units, and a forward model, which links the state units and the action units
to the predicted-sensation units.
* Note that the error term (y*[n] - y[n]) is not a function of the output of the forward
model; nonetheless, activation must flow forward in the model because the estimated Jacobian
matrix (&/&I) varies as a function of the activations of the hidden units and the output units
of the model.
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Learning the Forward Model. The learning of the forward model can
itself be formulated as an optimization problem, basedon the following
cost functional:

where9 is of the form givenin Equation 11.Although the choiceof procedurefor finding a setof weightsv to minimizethis costis entirelyindependent
of the choiceof procedurefor optimizing lin Equation 8, it is convenientto
basethe learningof the forward model on a stochasticgradientas before:
VvLn = - ?g

(YDJI - 9tm,

(13)

wherethe Jacobianmatrix (a$/&) is evaluatedat time n - 1.This gradient
can be computed by the propagation of derivativeswithin the forward
model and thereforerequiresno additional hardwarebeyondthat already
requiredfor learningthe inversemodel.
The Error Signals. It is important to clarify the meaningsof the error
signalsusedin Equations12and 13.As shownin Table 1, therearethreeerror signalsthat canbe formed from the variablesy, 9, andy*: theprediction
error, y - 4; theperformance error, y* - y, andthepredictedperformance
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TABLE 1
Signals and Their

Name

Y” ,Y
Y - YA
Y* -Y

performance
prediction
predicted

Sources
Source

error
error

performance

error

environment,
environment,
environment,

environment
model
model

error, y* - 9. All three of these error signals are available to the learner
because each of the signals y*, y, and 9 are available individually: the target
y* and the actual sensation y are provided by the environment, whereas the
predicted sensation i is available internally.
For learning the forward model, the prediction error is clearly the appropriate error signal. The learning of the inverse model, however, can be based
on either the performance error or the predicted performance error. Using
the performance error (see Equation 12) has the advantage that the system
can learn an exact inverse model even though the forward model is only approximate. There are two reasons for this: First, Equation 12 preserves the
minima of the cost functional in Equation 9: They are zeros of the estimated
gradient. That is, an inaccurate Jacobian matrix cannot remove zeros of the
estimated gradient (points at which y* - y is zero), although it can introduce additional zeros (spurious local minima). Second, if the estimated
gradients obtained with the approximate forward model have positive inner
product with the stochastic gradient in Equation 10, then the expected step
of the algorithm is downhill in the cost. Thus, the algorithm can, in principle, find an exact inverse model even though the forward model is only
approximate.
There may also be advantages to using the predicted performance error.
In particular, it may be easier in some situations to obtain learning trials
using the internal model rather than the external environment (Rumelhart,
Smolensky, McClelland, & Hinton, 1986; Sutton, 1990). Such internal trials
can be thought of as a form of “mental practice” (in the case of backpropagation-to-weights)
or “planning”
(in the case of backpropagation-toactivation). These procedures lead to improved performance if the forward
model is sufficiently accurate. (Exact solutions cannot be found with such
procedures, however, unless the forward model is exact).
Modularity. In many cases the unknown mapping from actions to sensations can be decomposed into a series of simpler mappings, each of which
can be modeled independently. For example, it may often be preferable to
model the next-state function and the output function separately rather than
modeling them as a single composite function. In such cases, the Jacobian matrix @$/&I) can be factored using the chain rule to yield the following estimated stochastic gradient:
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The estimated Jacobian matrices in this expression are obtained by propagating derivatives backward through the corresponding forward models,
each of which are learned separately.
Optimization Along Trajectories9
A complete inverse model allows the learner to synthesize the actions that
are needed to follow any desired trajectory. In the local optimization formulation we effectively assume that the learning of an inverse model is of
primary concern and the learning of particular target trajectories is secondary. The learning rule given by Equation 12 finds actions that invert the
dynamics of the environment at the current point in state space, regardless
of whether that point is on a desired trajectory or not. In terms of network
architectures, this approach leads to using feedforward networks to model
the local forward and inverse state transition structure (see Figure 9).
In the current section we consider a more specialized problem formulation in which the focus is on particular classes of target trajectories. This
formulation
is based on variational calculus and is closely allied with
methods in optimal control theory (Kirk, 1970; LeCun, 1987). The algorithm
that results is a form of “backpropagation-in-time”
(Rumelhart, Hinton et
al., 1986) in a recurrent network that incorporates a learned forward model.
The algorithm differs from the algorithm presented earlier in that it not only
inverts the relationship between actions and sensations at the current point
in state space but also moves the current state toward the desired trajectory.
We consider an ensemble of target trajectories {yZ[n]} and define the
following cost functional:
J = +E{

.?I

(yhtnl - ~cJ~l)=(~tbl - ~c,bl)h

(13

where (Yis an index across target trajectories and y, is an unknown function
of the state x, and the action uU. The action Us is a parameterized function
of the state x, and the target ya*:
Ua = ma,

Y&

WI.

As in the previous formulation, we base the learning rule on the stochastic
gradient of J, that is, the gradient evaluated along a particular sample
trajectory, ya:
9 This section is included for completeness and is not needed for the rkmainder of the
article.
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The gradientof this cost functional can be obtainedusing the calculusof
variations(see,also,LeCun, 1987;Narendra8cParthasarathy,1990).Letting
+,[n] representthe vector of partial derivativesof J, with respectto x&z],
and letting q[n] representthe vectorof partial derivativesof J,with respect
to u&r], AppendixA showsthat the gradientof J,is givenby the following
recurrencerelations:

!%+
@+I
- I] = ahT
-@[n]
a& -I-

- &ay

(Yml - YCM)

(17)

(18)

and
VwJ,-&]

au,=

= - aw w4,

(19)

wherethe Jacobianmatricesare all evaluatedat time stepn and za stands
for x&r + l] (thus,the Jacobianmatrices@z&3&) and (az,/au,) arethe
derivativesof the next-statefunction). This expressiondescribesbackpropagation-in-timein a recurrentnetwork that incorporatesa forward model of
the next-statefunction and the output function. As shownin Figure 10,the
recurrentnetwork is essentiallythe sameasthe network in Figure9, except
that there are explicit connectionswith unit delay elementsbetweenthe
next-stateand the current state.‘OBackpropagation-in-timepropagates
derivativesbackwardthrough theserecurrentconnectionsas describedby
the recurrencerelationsin Equations 17and 18.
As in the local optimization case,the equationsfor computing the gradient involve the multiplication of the performanceerror y* - y by a series
of transposeJacobianmatrices,severalof which areunknowna priori. Our
approachto estimatingthe unknownfactorsis onceagainto learn forward
models of the underlying mappings and to propagatesignals backward
throughthe models.Thus, the Jacobianmatrices(az,/au,), (az,/&Q, and
(ay,/&) in Equations17, 18, and 19are all replacedby estimatedquantities in computingthe estimatedstochasticgradientof J.
In the following two sections,we pursuethe presentationof the distal
learningapproachin the contextof two problemdomains.The first section
describeslearning in a static environment, whereasthe secondsection
I0 Alternatively, Figure 9 can be thought of as a special case of Figure 10 in which the backpropagated error signals stop at the state units (cf. Jordan, 1986).
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describeslearningin a dynamicenvironment.In both sections,weutilize the
local optimatization formulation of distal learning.

STATIC ENVIRONMENTS

An environmentis said to be static if the effect of any given action is independentof the history of previousactions. In static environmentsthe
mappingfrom actionsto sensationscanbe characterizedwithout reference
to a set of statevariables.Suchenvironmentsprovidea simplified domain
in which to studythe learningof inversemappings.In this section,we presentan illustrativestaticenvironmentandfocuson two issues:(1)theeffects
of nonconvexinverseimages in the transformation from sensationsto
actions,and (2) the problem of goal-directedlearning.
The problemthat we consideris that of learningthe forward andinverse
kinematicsof a three-jointplanar arm. As shownin Figures11and 12,the
configurationof the arm is characterized
by the threejoint angles,qI, q2, and
q,, and the correspondingpair of Cartesianvariablesxl and x2. The function that relatesthesevariablesis the forward kinematic function x = g(q).
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XI=I,cos(q,)
+I2cos(q,
+42)
+I,cos(q,
+q2
+q,)
1,
[I [

It is obtainedin closedform using elementarytrigonometry:

(20)

X2

bsin(q,) + bsin(q, + a) + Lsin(a + 42 + qJ

whereI,, L, and 1, are the link lengths.
The forward kinematic function g(q) is a many-to-onemapping: for
everyCartesianposition insidethe boundaryof the workspace,therearean
infinite numberof joint-angleconfigurationsto achievethat position. This
implies that the inverse kinematic relation g-r(x) is not a function;
rather, there are an infinite number of inversekinematic functions correspondingto particular choicesof points q in the inverseimagesof eachof
the Cartesianpositions.The problem of learningan inversekinematic controller for the arm is that of finding a particular inverseamongthe many
possibleinversemappings.
Simulations

In the simulationsreportedin the following, thejoint-angle configurations
of the arm were representedusing the vector [cos(q, - r/2), cos(q*),
cos(q3)]T, ratherthan the vectorof joint angles.This effectivelyrestrictsthe
motion of thejoints to the intervals[ - a/2, 7r/2], [0, ?r],and [0, ?r],respectively, assumingthat eachcomponentof the joint-angleconfigurationvector is allowedto rangeoverthe interval [ - 1, 11.The Cartesianvariables,x,
andx2, wererepresentedasreal numbersrangingover [ - 1, 11.In all of the
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simulations,thesevariableswererepresenteddirectly as real-valuedactivations of units in the network.Thus, threeunits wereusedto representjointangleconfigurationsand two units wereusedto representCartesianpositions. Further detailson the simulationsareprovidedin Appendix B.
The Nonconvexity Problem. One approachto learningan inversemapping
is to provide training pairs to the learnerby observingthe input/output behavior of the environmentand reversingthe role of the inputs and outputs.
This approach,which we referredto earlieras “direct inversemodeling,”
has been proposedin the domain of inverse kinematics by Kuperstein
(1988).Kuperstein’sidea is to randomly samplepoints q’ in joint spaceand
to usethe real arm to evaluatethe forward kinematic function x = g(q’),
therebyobtainingtraining pairs (x, q’) for learningthe controller.The controller is learnedby optimization of the following cost functional:
J = +a’

- ml’

- 911

(21)

whereq = h(x*) is the output of the controller.
As we discussedearlier,a difficulty with the direct inversemodelingapproachis that the optimization of the cost functional in Equation 21 does
not necessarilyyield an inversekinematic function. The problem arises
becauseof the many-to-onenatureof the forward kinematic function (cf.
Figure 8). In particular, if two or more of the randomly sampledpoints q’
happento map to the sameendpoint,thenthe training dataprovidedto the
controllerareone-to-many.Theparticularmannerin whichthe inconsistency
is revolveddependson the form of the costfunctional: Use of the sum-ofsquarederror givenin Equation21 yieldsan arithmeticaverageoverpoints
that map to the sameendpoint. An averagein joint space,however,does
not necessarilyyield a correctresult in Cartesianspace,becausethe inverse
imagesof nonlinear transformationsare not necessarilyconvex.This implies that the output of the controller may be in error eventhough the
systemhasconvergedto the minimum of the cost functional.
In Figure 13we demonstratethat the inversekinematicsof thethree-joint
arm is not convex.To seeif this nonconvexityhastheexpectedeffecton the
direct inversemodeling procedure,we conducteda simulation in which a
feedforwardnetwork with one hidden layer was usedto learn the inverse
kinematicsof the three-jointarm. The simulationprovidedtargetvectorsto
the network by sampling randomly from a uniform distribution in joint
space.Input vectors were obtained by mapping the target vectors into
Cartesianspaceaccordingto Equation 20. The initial value of the rootmean-square(RhIS) joint-spaceerror was 1.41, filtered over the first 500
trials, After 50,000learningtrials the filtered error reachedasymptoteat a
valueof .43.A vectorfield wasthenplotted by providingdesiredCartesian
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vectorsas inputs to the network, obtaining the joint-angle outputs, and
mappingtheseoutputsinto CartesianspaceusingEquation 20. The resulting vector field is shownin Figure 14. As can be seen,thereis substantial
error at many positions of the workspace,eventhough the learningalgorithm hasconverged.If training is continued,the loci of the errorscontinue
to shift, but the RMS error remainsapproximatelyconstant.Although this
error is partially due to the finite learning rate and the random sampling
procedure(“misadjustment”; seeWidrow & Stearns,1985),the error remainsabove.4 evenwhenthelearningrateis takento zero,Thus, misadjustment cannotaccountfor the error, which must be dueto the nonconvexity
of theinversekinematicrelation.Note, for example,that the error observed
in Figure 13is reproducedin the lower left portion of Figure 14.
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In Figure 15,we demonstratethat the distal learningapproachcanfind a
particularinversekinematic mapping.We performeda simulationthat was
initialized with the incorrectcontroller obtainedfrom direct inversemodeling. The simulation utilized a forward model that had beentrained previously (the forward model was trained during the direct inversemodeling
trials). A grid of 285evenlyspacedpositionsin Cartesianspacewasusedto
providetargetsduring the secondphaseof the distal learningprocedure.‘*
On eachtrial the error in Cartesianspacewaspassedbackwardthroughthe
forward model and used to changethe weights of the controller. After
28,500such learning trials (100 passesthrough the grid of targets), the
resultingvector-fieldwas plotted. As shownin the figure, the vectorerror
decreasestoward zero throughout the workspace;thus, the controller is
convergingtoward a particular inversekinematic function.
Additional Constraints.A further virtue of the distal learningapproach
is the easewith which it is possibleto incorporateadditional constraintsin
the learningprocedureand therebybias the choiceof a particular inverse
function. For example,a minimum-norm constraintcanbe realizedby adding a penaltyterm of the form -xX to the propagatederrorsat the output
of the controller.Temporalsmoothnessconstraintscanberealizedby incorporating additional error termsof the form X(x[n] - x[n - 11).Suchconstraints can be definedat other sitesin the network as well, including the
output units or hiddenunits of the forward model. It is alsopossibleto provide additional contextualinputs to the controller and therebylearn multiple, contextuallyappropriateinversefunctions. Theseaspectsof the distal
learningapproachare discussedin more detail in Jordan (1990,1992).
I1 The use of a grid is not necessary; the procedure also works if Cartesian positions are
sampled randomly on each trial.
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Goal-Directed Learning. Direct inversemodeling does not learn in a
goal-directedmanner. To learn a specific Cartesiantarget, the procedure
must sampleover a sufficiently largeregionof joint spaceandrely on interpolation. Heuristics may be available to restrict the searchto certain
regionsof joint space,but suchheuristicsare essentiallyprior knowledge
about the nature of the inversemapping and can equally well be incorporatedinto the distal learningprocedure.
Distal learningis fundamentallygoal directed.It is basedon the performanceerrorfor a specificCartesiantargetandis capableof finding an exact
solution for a particular targetin a small numberof trials. This is demonstratedby the simulation shownin Figure 16. Starting from the controller
shownin Figure 14,a particularCartesiantargetwaspresentedfor 10successivetrials. As shownin Figure 16,the networkreorganizesitself so that the
error is smallin the vicinity of thetarget.After 10additionaltrials, the error
at the target is zero within the floating-point resolutionof the simulation.
Approximate Forward Models. We conductedan additional simulation
to study the effects of inaccuracyin the forward model. The simulation
variedthe number of trials allocatedto the learningof the forward model
from 50 to 5,000.The controller wastrainedto an RMS criterion of .OOlat
thethreetargetpositions( - .25, .25),(.25, .25),and (.OO,.65).As shownin
Figure 17,the resultsdemonstratethat an accuratecontroller canbe found
with an inaccurateforward model. Fewertrials are neededto learnthe target positionsto criterion with the most accurateforward model; however,
the dropoff in learningrate with lessaccurateforward modelsis relatively
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slight. Reasonably rapid learning is obtained even when the forward model
is trained for only 50 trials, even though the average RMS error in the forward model is 0.34 m after 50 trials, compared to 0.11 m after 5000 trials.
Further Comparisions with Direct Inverse Modeling. In problems with
many output variables it is often unrealistic to acquire an inverse model
over the entire workspace. In such cases the goal-directed nature of distal
learning is particularly important because it allows the system to obtain inverse images for a restricted set of locations. However, the forward model
must also be learned over a restricted region of action space, and there is no
general a priori method for determining the appropriate region of the space
in which to sample. That is, although distal learning is goal directed in its
acquisition of the inverse model, it is not inherently goal directed in its acquisition of the forward model.
Because neither direct inverse modeling nor distal learning is entirely goal
directed, in any given problem it is important to consider whether it is more
reasonable to acquire the inverse model or the forward model in a nongoaldirected manner. This issue is problem dependent, depending on the nature
of the function being learned, the nature of the class of functions that can
be represented by the learner, and the nature of the learning algorithm. It is
worth noting, however, that there is an inherent tradeoff in complexity between the inverse model and the forward model, due to the fact that their
composition is the identity mapping. This tradeoff suggests a complemen-
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tarity betweenthe classesof problemsfor which directinversemodelingand
distal lear.mngare appropriate. We believe that distal learning is more
generallyuseful,however,becausean inaccurateforward modelis generally
acceptablewhereasan inaccurateinversemodel is not. In many cases,it
may be preferableto learn an inaccurateforward model that is specifically
invertedat a desiredset of locationsratherthan learningan inaccurateinversemodel directly and relying on interpolation.
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS:
ONE-STEP DYNAMIC MODELS

To illustratethe applicationof distal learningto problemsin which the environmenthasstate,we considerthe problemof learningto control a two-joint
robot arm. Controlling a dynamicrobot arm involvesfinding the appropriate torquesto causethe arm to follow desiredtrajectories.The problem is
difficult becauseof thenonlinearcouplingsbetweenthe motions of the two
links and becauseof the fictitious torquesdue to the rotating coordinate
systems.
The arm that we consideris the two-link versionof the arm shownpreviously in Figure 11. Its configurationat eachpoint in time is describedby
the joint angles,q,(t) and q2(t), and by the Cartesianvariables,x,(t) and
x2(f). The kinematic function, x(t) = g(q(t)), which relatesjoint anglesto
Cartesianvariables,canbe obtainedby letting 1,equalzeroin Equation 20:

xdt)
[Ia(t)[
=

,1

kos(q4))

+ I,cos(q,(t) + q*(t))

4sin(a(t))

+ Itsin

+ q2(t))

whereI, and I2are the link lengths.The statespacefor the arm is the fourdimensionalspaceof positions and velocitiesof the links.
The essenceof robot arm dynamicsis a mappingbetweenthe torquesapplied at the joints and the resultingangularaccelerationsof the links. This
mappingis dependenton the statevariablesof angleand angularvelocity.
Let q, q, and q representthe vectorof joint angles,angularvelocities,and
angularaccelerations,respectively,and let r representthe torques. In the
terminologyof earliersections,q and (1togetherconstitutethe “state” and
T is the “action.” For convenience,we take q to representthe “next-state”
(seethe ensuingdiscussion).To obtain an analogof the next-statefunction
in Equation 1, the following differential equationcan be derivedfor the
angular motion of the links, using standard Newtonian or Lagrangian
dynamicaIformulations (Craig, 1986):
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where M(q) is an inertia matrix, C(q, q) is a matrix of Coriolis and centripetal terms, and G(q) is the vector of torque due to gravity. Our interest is
not in the physics behind these equations per se, but in the functional reltionships that they define. In particular, to obtain a “next-state function,”
we rewrite Equation 22 by solving for the accelerations to yield:

q = M-‘(db - (3, dq - GOdI,

(23)

where the existence of M-t(q) is always assured (Craig, 1986). Equation 23
expresses the state-dependent relationship between torques and accelerations at each moment in time: Given the state variables, q(t) and q(t), and
given the torque r(f), the acceleration q(t) can be computed by substitution
in Equation 23. We refer to this computation as the forward dynamics of
the arm.
An inverse mapping between torques and accelerations can be obtained
by interpreting Equation 22 in the proper manner. Given the state variables
q(t) and q(t), and given the acceleration a(t), substitution in Equation 22
yields the corresponding torques. This (algebraic) computation is referred
to as inverse dynamics. It should be clear that inverse dynamics and forward
dynamics are complementary computations: Substitution of r from Equation 22 into Equation 23 yields the requisite identity mapping.
These relationships among torques, accelerations, and states are summarized in Figure 18. It is useful to compare this figure with the kinematic
example shown in Figure 12. In both the kinematic case and the dynamic
case, the forward and inverse mappings that must be learned are fixed functions of the instantaneous values of the relevant variables. In the dynamic
case, this is due to the fact that the structural terms of the dynamical equations (the terms M, C, and G) are explicit functions of state rather than
time. The dynamic case can be thought of as a generalization of the
kinematic case in which additional contextual (state) variables are needed to
index the mappings that must be learned.lZ
I2 This perspective is essentially that underlying the local optimization formulation
learning.

of distal
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Figure 18is an instantiationof Figure6, with the accelerationplayingthe
role of the“‘next state.” In general,for systemsdescribedby differential
equations,it is convenientto definethe notion of “next state” in terms of
the time derivativeof one or more of the statevariables(e.g., accelerations
in the caseof arm dynamics).This definition is entirelyconsistentwith the
developmentin precedingsections;indeed,if the differential equationsin
Equation 22 aresimulatedin discretetime on a computer,then the numerical algorithm must computethe accelerationsdefinedby Equation 23 to
convertthe positionsand velocitiesat the current time stepinto the positions and velocitiesat the next time step.‘)
Learning a Dynamic Forward Model

A forward model of arm dynamicsis a network that learnsa prediction 4
of the acceleration;ri,giventhe position q, the velocity q, and the torque 7.
The appropriateteachingsignalfor sucha network is the actualacceleration
ii, yielding the following cost functional:
L = +{(q

- @(ii - &}.

04

The prediction4 is a function of the position, the velocity, the torque, and
the weights:
i = hq, 4, 7, w).
For an appropriateensembleof control trajectories,this cost functional is
minimizedwhena setof weightsis found suchthatA*, w) bestapproximates
the forward dynamicalfunction givenby Equation 23.
An important differencebetweenkinematicproblemsanddynamicprobblemsis that it is generallyinfeasibleto producearbitrary random control
signalsin dynamicalenvironments,becauseof considerationsof stability.
For example,if 7(t) in Equation 22 is allowed to be a stationary, whitenoisestochasticprocess,thenthevarianceof q(t) approachesinfinity (much
like a random walk). This yields data that is of little use for learning a
model. Wehaveusedtwo closelyrelatedapproachesto overcomethis problem. The first approachis to producerandom equilibrium positionsfor the
arm ratherthan randomtorques.That is, wedefinea newcontrol signalu(t)
suchthat the augmentedarm dynamicsare givenby:
Mhlii + Ch, tilti + G(q)= kv(il - 13+ k,dq - II),

(25)

IS Because of the amplification of noise in differentiated signals, however, most realistic
implementations of forward dynamical models would utilize positions and velocities rather
than accelerations. In such cases the numerical integration of Equation 23 would be incorporated as part of the forward model.
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for fixed constants kp and k,. The random control signal u in this equation
acts as a “virtual” equilibrium position for the arm (Hogan, 1984) and the
augmented dynamics can be used to generate training data for learning the
forward model. The second approach also utilizes Equation 25 and differs
from the first approach only in the choice of the control signal u(t). Rather
than using random controls, the target trajectories themselves are used as
controls (i.e., the trajectories utilized in the second phase of learning are
also used to train the forward model). This approach is equivalent to using a
simple fixed-gain proportional-derivative
(PD) feedback controller to
stabilize the system along a set of reference trajectories and thereby generate
training data.‘* Such use of auxiliary feedback controller is similar to its use
in the feedback-error learning (Kawato, Furukawa, & Suzuki, 1987) and
direct inverse modeling (Atkeson & Reinkensmeyer, 1988; Miller, 1987) approaches. As discussed in the following, the second approach has the
advantage of not requiring the forward model to be learned in a separate
phase.
Composite Control System
The composite system for controlling the arm is shown in Figure 19. The
control signal in this diagram is the torque 7, which is the sum of two
components:
I4 A PD controller is a device whose output is a weighted sum of position errors and velocity
errors. The position errors and the velocity errors are multiplied by fixed numbers (gains)
before being summed.
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where TJ-is a feedforward torque and 7~ is the (optional) feedback torque
produced by the auxiliary feedback controller. The feedforward controller
is the learning controller that converges toward a model of the inverse
dynamics of the arm. In the early phases of learning, the feedforward controller produces small random torques, thus, the major source of control is
provided by the error-correcting feedback controller.‘5 When the feedforward controller begins to be learned, it produces torques that allow the
system to follow desired trajectories with smaller error, thus, the role of the
feedback controller is diminished. Indeed, in the limit where the feedforward
controller converges to a perfect inverse model, the feedforward torque
causes the system to follow a desired trajectory without error and the feedback controller is therefore silent (assuming no disturbances). Thus, the
system shifts automatically from feedback-dominated
control to feedforward-dominated control over the course of learning (see, also, Atkeson &
Reinkensmeyer, 1988; Kawato et al., 1987; Miller, 1987).
There are two error signals utilized in learning inverse dynamics: The
prediction error q - q and the performance error ii* - ;[i.“j The prediction
error is used to train the forward model as discussed in the previous section.
Once the forward model is at least partially learned, the performance error
can be used in training the inverse model. The error is propagated backward
through the forward model and down into the feedforward controller where
the weights are changed. This process minimizes the distal cost functional:
J=

$E{(ij’

- ii>?&* - a>}*

(26)

Simulations
The arm was modeled using rigid-body dynamics assuming the mass to be
uniformly distributed along the links. The links were modeled as thin
cylinders. Details on the physical constants are provided in Appendix C.
The simulation of the forward dynamics of the arm was carried out using a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz.
The control signals provided by the networks were sampled at 100 Hz.
Standard feedforward connectionist networks were used in all of the
simulations. There were two feedforward networks in each simulation-a
controller and a forward model-with
overall connectivity as shown in
Figure 18 (with the box labelled “Arm”
being replaced by a forward
IJ As discussed later, this statement is not entirely accurate. The learning algorithm itself
provides a form of error-correcting feedback control.
I6 As noted previously, it is also possible to include the numerical integration of 1 as part of
the forward model and learn a mapping whose output is the predicted next state (&I], &I]).
This approach may be preferred for systems in which differentiation of noisy signals is a
concern.
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model). Both the controller and the forward model were feedforward networks with a single layer of logistic hidden units. In all of the simulations,
the state variables, torques, and accelerations were represrnted directly as
real-valued activations in the network. Details of the networks used in the
simulations are provided in Appendix B.
In all but the final simulation reported later, the learning of the forward
model and the learning of an inverse model were carried out in separate
phases. The forward model was learned in an initial phase by using a random process to drive the augmented dynamics given in Equation 25. The
random process was a white-noise position signal chosen uniformly within
the workspace shown in Figure 20. The learning of the forward model was
terminated when the filtered RMS prediction error reached 0.75 rad/s2.
Learning with an Auxiliary Feedback Controller. After learning the forward model, the system learned to control the arm along the four paths
shown in Figure 20. The target trajectories were minimum jerk trajectories
of l-s duration each. An auxiliary PD feedback controller was used, with
position gains of 1 .O N.m/rad and velocity gains of 0.2 N*ms/rad. Figure
21 shows the performance on a particular trajectory before learning (with
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the PD controller alone) and during the 30th learning trial. The corresponding waveforms are shown in Figures 22 and 23. The middle graphs in these
figures show the feedback torques (dashed lines) and the feedforward torques
(solid lines). As can be seen, in the early phases of learning the torques are
generated principally by the feedback controller and in later phases the
torques are generated principally by the feedforward controller.
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Learning Without an Auxiliary Feedback Controller. An interesting consequence of the goal-directed nature of the forward modeling approach is
that it is possible to learn an inverse dynamic model without using an auxiliary feedback controller. To see why this is the case, first note that
minimum jerk reference trajectories (and other “smooth” reference trajectories) change slowly in time. This implies that successive time steps are
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essentiallyrepeatedlearningtrials on the sameinput vector,thus, the controller convergesrapidly to a “solution” for a local region of statespace.
As the trajectory evolves,the solution tracksthe input, thus, the controller
producesreasonablygood torques prior to any “learning.” Put another
way, the distal learning approachis itself a form of error-correctingfeedback control in the parameterspaceof the controller. Sucherror correction
must eventuallygive way to convergenceof the weightsif the systemis to
learn an inversemodel; nonetheless,it is a useful featureof the algorithm
that it tendsto stabilizethe arm during learning.
This behavioris demonstratedby the simulationsshown in Figure 24.
The figure showsperformanceon the first learningtrial asa function of the
learningrate.The resultsdemonstratethat changingthe learningrateessentially changesthe gain of the error-correctingbehaviorof the algorithm.
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Whenthe learningrate is setto .5, the systemproducesnearlyperfectperformanceon the first learningtrial. This featureof the algorithm makesit
important to clarify the meaningof the learningcurvesobtainedwith the
distal learningapproach.Figure 25 showstwo such learningcurves.The
lower curveis the RMS error obtainedwith a learningrate of .l. The upper
curveis the RMS error obtainedwhenthe learningrateis temporarily setto
zeroafter eachlearningtrial. Settingthe learningrate to zeroallowsthe effects of learning to be evaluatedseparatelyfrom the error-correcting
behavior.The curvesclearly revealthat, on the early trials, the main contributor to performanceis error correctionrather than learning.
Combining Forward Dynamics and Forward Kinematics. Combiningthe
forwarddynamicmodelsof this sectionwith the forwardkinematicmodelsof
the precedingsectionmakesit possibleto train the controllerusingCartesian
targettrajectories.Given that the dynamic model and the kinematic model
can be learnedin parallel, there is essentiallyno performancedecrement
associatedwith usingthe combinedsystem.In our simulations,we find that
learningtimes increaseby approximately8% whenusing Cartesiantargets
rather than joint-angletargets.
Learning the Forward Model and the Controller Simultaneously. The
distal learningapproachinvolvesusing a forward model to train the controller, thus, learningof the forward model must precedethe learningof the
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controller. It is not necessary,however,to learnthe forward modeloverthe
entirestatespacebeforelearningthe controller: A local forward model is
generallysufficient. Moreover,aswe havediscussed,the distal learningapproach does not require an exact forward model: Approximate forward
models often suffice. These two facts, in conjunction with the use of
smoothreferencetrajectories,imply that it shouldbe possibleto learn the
forward model and the controller simultaneously.An auxiliary feedback
controller is neededto stabilizethe systeminitially; however,oncethe forward model beginsto be learned,the learning algorithm itself tends to
stabilizethe system.Moreover,asthe controllerbeginsto belearned,theerrors decreaseand the effects of the feedbackcontroller diminish automatically. Thus, the systembootstrapsitself toward an inversemodel.
The simulation shownin Figure 26 demonstratesthe feasibility of this
approach.Using the same architectureas in previous experiments,the
systemlearnedfour targettrajectoriesstartingwith smallrandomweightsin
both the controllerandthe forward model. On eachtime step,two passesof
the backpropagationalgorithm wererequired:one passwith the prediction
error, q - 4, to changethe weightsof the forward model, and a second
passwith the performanceerror, q* - q, to changethe weightsof the controller. An auxiliary PD feedbackcontroller was used,with position gains
of 1.0 N.m/rad andvelocitygainsof 0.2N.m*s/rad. As shownin the figure,
the systemconvergesto an acceptablelevelof performanceafter 30learning
trials.
Although the simultaneouslearningprocedurerequiresmore presentations of the targettrajectoriesto achievea levelof performancecomparable
to that of the two-phaselearningprocedure,the simultaneousprocedureis,
in fact, more efficient than two-phaselearningbecauseit dispenseswith the
initial phaseof learningthe forwardmodel. This advantagemust beweighed
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against certain disadvantages, in particular, the possibility of instability is
enhanced because of the error in the gradients obtained from the partially
learned forward model. In practice, we find that it is often necessary to use
smaller step sizes in the simultaneous learning approach than in the twophase learning approach. Preliminary experiments have also shown that is
worthwhile to choose specialized representations that enhance the speed
with which the forward model converges. This can be done separately for
the state variable input and the torque input.
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS:
SIMPLIFIED
MODELS
In the previous section we demonstrated how the temporal component of
the distal supervised learning problem can be addressed by knowledge of a
set of state variables for the environment. Assuming prior knowledge of a
set of state variables is tantamount to assuming that the learner has prior
knowledge of the maximum delay between the time at which an action is
issued and the time at which an effect is observed in the sensation vector. In
this section we present preliminary results that aim to broaden the scope of
the distal learning approach to address problems in which the maximum
delay is not known (see, also, Werbos, 1987).
A simple example of such a problem is one in which a robot arm is required to be in a certain configuration at time T, where T is unknown, and
where the trajectory in the open interval from 0 to Tis unconstrained.17 One
approach to solving such problems is to learn a one-step forward model of
the arm dynamics and then to use backpropagation-in-time
in a recurrent
network that includes the forward model and a controller (Jordan, 1990;
Kawato, 1990).1a In many problems involving delayed temporal consequences, however, it is neither feasible nor desirable to learn a dynamic forward model of the environment, either because the environment is too complex or because solving the task at hand does not require knowledge of the
evolution of all of the state variables. Consider, for example, the problem
of predicting the height of a splash of water when stones of varying size are
dropped into a pond. It is unlikely that a useful one-step dynamic model
could be learned for the fluid dynamics of the pond. Moreover, if the control problem is to produce splashes of particular desired heights, it may not
I7 A unique trajectory may be specified by enforcing additional constraints on the temporal
evolution of the actions; however, the only explicit target information is assumed to be that
provided at the final time step.
I8 In Kawato’s
(1990) work, backpropagation-in-time is implemented in a spatially unrolled
network and the gradients are used to change activations rather than weights; however, the
idea of using a one-step forward dynamic model is the same. See, also, Nguyen and Widrow
(1989) for an application to a kinematic problem.
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be necessary
to modelfluid dynamicsin detail.A simpleforward modelthat
predictsasintegratedquantity-splash heightasa function of the sizeof the
stone-may suffice.
Jordanand Jacobs(1990)illustratedthis approachby usingdistal learning to solvethe problem of learningto balancean invertedpendulumon a
moving cart. This problemis generallyposedas an avoidancecontrol problem in which the only correctiveinformation providedby the environmentis
a signal to indicate that failure has occurred(Barto, Sutton, & Anderson
1983).The delaybetwenactions(forcesappliedto the cart) and the failure
signalis unknown, and indeed,canbe arbitrarily large. In the spirit of the
foregoingdiscussion,Jordanand Jacobsalsoassumedthat it is undesirable
to model the dynamicsof the cart-polesystem;thus, the controller cannot
belearnedby usingbackpropagation-in-timein a recurrentnetworkthat includesa one-stepdynamic model of the plant.
The approachadoptedby Jordanand Jacobs(1990)involveslearninga
forward model whoseoutput is an integratedquantity: an estimateof the
inverseof thetime until failure. This estimateis learnedusingtemporaldifferencetechniques(Sutton, 1988).At time stepson which failure occurs,the
targetvalue for the foward model is unity:
e(f) = 1 - i(r),
whereO(t)is the output of the forward model, ande(t)is the errorterm used
to changethe weights.On all other time steps,the following temporal differenceerror term is used:
1
- i(t),
e(t) =
1 + i-‘(t
+ 1)
which yields an increasingarithmetic seriesalong any trajectory that leads
to failure. Oncelearned,the output of the forward modelis usedto provide
a gradientfor learningthe controller. In particular,becausethe desiredoutcome of balancingthe pole can be describedas the goal of maximizing the
time until failure, the algorithm learnsthe controller by using zero minus
the output of the forward model as the distal error signal.19
The forward model usedby Jordanand Jacobs(1990)differs in an important way from the other forward models describedin this article. Becausethe time-until-failure dependson future actionsof the controller, the
mapping that the forward model must learn dependsnot only on fixed
propertiesof the environmentbut also on the controller. When the controller is changedby the learningalgorithm, the mappingthat the forward
I9 This technique can be considered as an example of using sufiervised learning algorithms
to solve a reinforcement learning problem (see the following),
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model must learn also changes.Thus, the forward model must be updated
continuouslyduringthe learningof the controller. In general,for problems
in which the forward model learnsto estimatean integralof the closed-loop
dynamics,the learningof the forward model and the controllermust proceedin parallel.
Temporal difference techniquesprovide the distal learning approach
with enhancedfunctionality. They make it possibleto learnto make longterm predictionsand therebyadjust controllerson the basison quantities
that are distal in time. They can also be usedto learn multistep forward
models.In conjunctionwith backpropagation-in-time,they providea flexible set of techniquesfor learning actions on the basis of temporally extendedconsequences.
DISCUSSION

In this article we have arguedthat the supervisedlearning paradigm is
broader than is commonly assumed. The distal supervisedlearning
framework extendssupervisedlearningto problemsin which desiredvalues
areavailableonly for the distal consequences
of a learner’sactionsand not
for the actionsthemselves.This is a significant weakeningof the classical
notion of the “teacher” in the supervisedlearningparadigm.In this section
we provide further discussionof the classof problemsthat can be treated
within the distal supervisedlearning framework. We discuss possible
sourcesof training data andwe contrastdistalsupervisedlearningwith reinforcementlearning.
How Are Training Data Obtained?

To providesupportfor our argumentthat distal supervisedlearningis more
realisticthan classicalsupervisedlearning,it is necessaryto considerpossible sourcesof training data for distal supervisedlearning.We discusstwo
suchsources,which we refer to as imitation and envisioning.
One of the most common ways for humansto acquireskills is through
imitation. Skills suchas danceor athleticsare often learnedby observing
otherpersonsperformingtheskill andattemptingto replicatetheirbehavior.
Although in somecasesa teachermay be availableto suggestparticularpatternsof limb motion, suchdirectinstruction doesnot appearto be a necessary componentof skill acquisition.A casein point is speechacquisition:
Childrenacquirespeechby hearingspeechsounds,not by receivinginstruction on how to move their articulators.
Our conceptionof a distal supervisedlearningprobleminvolvesa setof
(intention, desiredoutcome)training pairs. Learning by imitation clearly
makesdesiredoutcomesavailableto the learner.With regardto intentions,
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therearethreepossibilities.First, the learnermay know or be able to infer
the intentions of the personservingas a model. Alternatively, an idiosyncratic internalencodingof intentionsis viableaslong astheencodingis consistent.For example,a child acquiring speechmay have an intention to
drink, may observeanother personobtaining water by uttering the form
“water,” andmay utilize the acousticrepresentationof “water” asa distal
target for learning the articulatory movementsfor expressinga desireto
drink, eventhoughthe other personusesthe waterto dousea fire. Finally,
when the learner is acquiring an inverse model, as in the simulations
reportedhere,the intention is obviously availablebecauseit is the sameas
the desiredoutcome.
Our conceptionof a distal supervisedlearningproblem asa setof training pairsis, of course,an abstractionthat must be elaboratedwhendealing
with complextasks.In a complextask suchas dance,it is presumablynot
easyto determinethe choiceof sensorydata to be usedas distal targetsfor
the learningprocedure.Indeed,the learnermay alter the choiceof targets
oncehe or shehasachieveda modicum of skill. The learnermay also need
to decomposethe task into simplertasksand to set intermediategoals.We
suspectthat the role of external“teachers” is to help with theserepresentational issuesratherthan to provideproximal targetsdirectly to the learner.
Another sourceof data for the distal supervisedlearningparadigm is a
processwe refer to as “envisioning.” Envisioning is a generalprocessof
convertingabstractgoalsinto their correspondingsensoryrealizations,without regardto the actionsneededto achievethe goals.Envisioninginvolves
decidingwhat it would “look like” or “feel like” to perform some task.
This processpresumablyinvolvesgeneraldeductiveandinductivereasoning
abilities aswell asexperiencewith similar tasks.The point we want to emphasizeis that envisioningneednot refer to the actionsactually neededto
carry out a task; that is the problemsolvedby the distal learningprocedure.
Comparisions

with Reinforcement

Learning

An alternativeapproachto solvingtheclassof problemswehavediscussedin
this article is to usereinforcementlearningalgorithms(Barto, 1989;Sutton,
1984).Reinforcementlearningalgorithmsarebasedon the assumptionthat
the environmentprovides an evaluation of the actions producedby the
learner.Becausethe evaluationcan be an arbitrary function, the approach
is, in principle, applicableto the generalproblem of learningon the basisof
distal signals.
Reinforcementlearningalgorithmswork by updatingtheprobabilitiesof
emitting particular actions.The updatingprocedureis basedon the evaluations receivedfrom the environment.If the evaluationof an actionis favorable, then the probability associatedwith that action is increasedand the
probabilitiesassociatedwith all other actionsaredecreased.Conversely,if
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the evaluation is unfavorable, then the probability of the given action is decreased and the probabilities associated with all other actions are increased.
These characteristic features of reinforcement learning algorithms differ in
important ways from the corresponding features of supervised learning
algorithms. Supervised learning algorithms are based on the existence of a
signed error vector rather than an evaluation. The signed error vector is
generally, although not always, obtained by comparing the actual output
vector to a target vector. If the signed error vector is small, corresponding
to a favorable evaluation, the algorithm initiates no changes. If the signed
error vector is large, corresponding to an unfavorable evaluation, the algorithm corrects the current action in favor of a particular alternative action.
Supervised learning algorithms do not simply increase the probabilities of
all alternative actions; rather, they choose particular alternatives based on
the directionality of the signed error vector.20
It is important to distinguish between learning paradigmsand learning
algorithms. Because the same learning algorithm can often be utilized in a
variety of learning paradigms, a failure to distinguish between paradigms
and algorithms can lead to misunderstanding. This is particularly true of
reinforcement learning tasks and supervised learning tasks because of the
close relationships between evaluative signals and signed error vectors. A
signed error vector can always be converted into an evaluative signal (any
bounded monotonic function of the norm of the signed error vector suffices); thus, reinforcement learning algorithms can always be used for
supervised learning problems. Conversely, an evaluative signal can always
be converted into a signed error vector (using the machinery we discussed;
see, also, Munro, 1987); thus, supervised learning algorithms can always be
used for reinforcement learning problems. The definition of a learning
paradigm, however, has more to do with the manner in which a problem is
naturally posed than with the algorithm used to solve the problem. In the
case of the basketball player, for example, assuming that the environment
provides directional information such as “too far to the left,” “too long,”
or “too short,” is very different from assuming that the environment provides evaluative information of the form “good,”
“better,” or “best.”
Furthermore, learning algorithms differ in algorithmic complexity when applied across paradigms: Using a reinforcement learning algorithm to solve a
supervised learning problem is likely to be inefficient because such algorithms do not take advantage of directional information. Conversely, using
supervised learning algorithms to solve reinforcement learning problems is
likely to be inefficient because of the extra machinery required to induce a
signed error vector.
I0 As pointed out by Barto et al. (1983). this distinction between reinforcement learning and
supervised learning is significant only if the learner has a repertoire of more than two actions.
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In summary,althoughit hasbeensuggestedthat the differencebetween
reinforcementlearningand supervisedlearningis the latter’s relianceon a
“teacher,” webelievethat this argumentis mistaken.The distinctionbetween
the supervisedlearningparadigmand the reinforcementlearningparadigm
lies in the interpretationof environmentalfeedbackas an error signalor as
an evaluativesignal, not the coordinatesystemin which such signalsare
provided. Many problemsinvolving distal credit assignmentmay be better
conceivedof as supervisedlearning problems rather than reinforcement
learningproblemsif the distal feedbacksignalcan be interpretedas a performanceerror.
CONCLUSIONS

There are a number of difficulties with the classicaldistinctions between
“unsupervised,” “reinforcement,” and “supervised” learning.Supervised
learningis generallysaid to be dependenton a “teacher” to providetarget
values for the output units of a network. This is viewed as a limitation
becausein manydomainsthereis no suchteacher.Nevertheless,
theenvironment often doesprovidesensoryinformation about the consequences
of an
action that can be employedin making internal modifications, just as if a
teacherhadprovidedthe information to the learnerdirectly. The ideais that
the learnerfirst acquiresan internalmodelthat allowspredictionof the consequencesof actions.The internal model can be usedas a mechanismfor
transformingdistal sensoryinformation aboutthe consequences
of actions
into proximal information for making internal modifications. This twophaseprocedureextendsthe scopeof the supervisedlearningparadigmto
includea broad rangeof problemsin which actionsaretransformedby an
unknown dynamicalprocessbefore beingcomparedto desiredoutcomes.
Wefirst illustratedthis approachin the caseof learningan inversemodel
of a simple “static” environment.Weshowedthat our methodof utilizing a
forward model of the environmenthas a number of important advantages
over the alternativemethod of building the inversemodel directly. These
advantagesareespeciallyapparentin caseswherethereis no uniqueinverse
model. Wealsoshowedthat this idea canbe extendedusefullyto the caseof
a dynamicenvironment.In this case,we simply elaborateboth the forward
model andthe learner(i.e., controller)so they takeinto accountthe current
state of the environment.Finally, we showedhow this approachcan be
combinedwith temporal differencetechniquesto build a systemcapableof
learningfrom sensoryfeedbackthat is subjectto an unknown delay.
Wealso suggestedthat comparativework in the studyof learningcanbe
facilitatedby makinga distinctionbetweenlearningalgorithmsand learning
paradigms,A variety of learningalgorithmscan often be appliedto a particular instanceof a learningparadigm.Thus, it is important to characterize
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not only the paradigmaticaspectsof any given learningproblem, such as
the natureof the interaction betweenthe learnerand the environmentand
the natureof the quantitiesto be optimized, but also the tradeoffsin algorithmic complexity that arisewhendifferent classesof learningalgorithms
are applied to the problem. Further researchis neededto delineatethe
natural classesat the levelsof paradigmsand algorithmsand to clarify the
relationshipsbetweenlevels.Webelievethat suchresearchwill beginto provide a theoreticalbasisfor makingdistinctionsamongcandidatehypotheses
in the empirical study of human learning.
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APPENDIX

of Radio Engineers,
(Part 4), 96-104.

Englewood

Cliffs, NJ:

A

To obtain an expressionfor the gradientof Equation 16,we utilize a continuous-timeanalog,derivea necessarycondition, and then convertthe result
into discretetime. To simplify the expositionwecomputepartial derivatives
with respectto the actionsu insteadof the weightsw. The resultingequations areconvertedinto gradientsfor the weightsby premultiplying by the
transposeof the Jacobianmatrix (&/a~).
Let u(t) representan action trajectory and let y(t) representa sensation
trajectory. These trajectoriesare linked in the forward direction by the
dynamicalequations:
B = f(x, II)
and
= g(x).
The action vectoru is assumedto dependon the currentstateandthe target
vector:
u = h(x, yy.
The functional to be minimized is given by the following integral:
Y

J = $

j,T(y*

-

y)T(y*

-

YW,
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which is the continuous-timeanalogof Equation 16(wehavesuppressed
the
subscript(11
to simplify the notation).
Let ‘P(t) and \k(t) representvectorsof time-varyingLagrangemultipliers
and definethe Lagrangian:
L(f)

= + (y* - y>=cy* - y) + [Ax, II) - k]=@ + [h(x, y*) - u]T f.

The Lagrangemultipliers havean interpretationas sensitivitiesof the cost
with respectto variationsin i and y, respectively.Becausethesesensitivities
becomepartial derivativeswhenthe problem is convertedto discretetime,
we are interestedin solving for *(t).
A necessarycondition for an optimizing solution is that it satisfy the
Euler-Lagrangeequations(Gelfand& Fomin, 1963):
at
dE=()
ax -Z air
and
aL
daL=()
au -tit ati
at eachmoment in time. Theseequationsare the equivalentin function
spaceof the familiar procedureof setting the partial derivativesequal to
zero.
Substitutingfor L(t) and simplifying we obtain:

and
q=afT*.
au
Using a Euler approximation,theseequationscan be written in discrete
time as recurrencerelations:
@[n - l] = Wnl

+ tZ*ln]

7s

(YW

+ T$P[n]

-

- Ybl)

and
9[n]

afT

= - au @P[~l,

V-9
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where T is the sampling period of the discreteapproximation. To utilize
theserecurrencerelationsin a discrete-timenetwork,the samplingperiodr is
absorbedin the network approximationsof the continuous-timemappings.
The network approximationoff must alsoincludean identity feedforward
componentto account for the initial autoregressiveterm in Equation 27.
Premultiplication of Equation 28 by the transposeof the Jacobianmatrix
(&r/aw) then yields Equations 17, 18, and 19in the main text.

APPENDIX

B

The networksusedin all of the simulationswerestandardfeedforwardconnectionistnetworks(seeRumelhart,Hinton, et al. 1986).
Activation Functions. The input units and the output units of all networks werelinear, andthe hiddenunits werelogistic with asymptotesof - 1
and 1.
Input and Target Values. In the kinematic arm simulations, the joint
angleswererepresentedusingthe vector [cos(q, - a/2), cos(q2), cos(q,)lr.
The Cartesiantargetswerescaledto lie between- 1 and 1, and fed directly
into the network.
In the dynamic arm simulations, all variables-joint angles,angular
velocities,angularaccelerations,and torques-were scaledandfed directly
into the network.The scalingfactorswerechosensuchthat thescaledvariables rangedapproximatelyfrom - 1 to 1.
Initial Weights. Initial weightswere chosenrandomly from a uniform
distribution on the interval [ - S, 31.
Hidden Units. A singlelayerof 50 hiddenunits wasusedin all networks.
No attempt was madeto optimize the number of the hiddenunits or their
connectivity.
Parameter Values. A learningrate of .l was usedin all of the kinematic
arm simulations.The momentum was set to 3.
In the dynamic arm simulations, a learning rate of .l was usedin all
cases,exceptfor the simulation shown in Figure 24 in which the learning
rate was manipulatedexplicitly. No momentum was usedin the dynamic
arm simulations.
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APPENDIXC
The dynamic arm was modeled using rigid-body mechanics. The link
lengths were 0.33 m for the proximal link and 0.32 m for the distal link. The
masses of the links were 2.52 kg and 1.3 kg.
The mass was assumed to be distributed uniformly along the links. The
moments of inertia of the links about their centers of mass were therefore
given by Ii = mil?/12, yielding 0.023 kg*m’ and 0.012 kg-m2 for the proximal and distal links, respectively.

